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ABSTRACT
Slender reinforced concrete walls that respond primarily in flexure are used commonly in regions
of high seismicity to resist lateral loading. Despite the heavy reliance on this structural system,
relatively little research addressed the earthquake performance of concrete walls, until recently. In
recent years, experimental and simulation-based investigations have developed a substantial body
of data characterizing wall behavior and performance under lateral loading as well as multiple
strategies for modeling wall response for assessment and performance-based design. The ATC 114
project results presented here employ the results of previous research by the authors, their students
and others to develop a set of practical recommendations for simulating the nonlinear response of
concrete walls responding primarily in flexure to gravity and lateral loading. The recommendations
employ a fiber-type representation of the wall cross-section, one-dimensional concrete and steel
material models, a simple steel buckling model, and the assumption that flexure and shear response
are decouple. These recommendations also employ concrete crushing energy and a meshdependent length to define concrete post-peak stress-strain response; this enables accurate
simulation of deformation capacity and minimizes mesh dependency. Finally, the results of
simulation-based research by the authors and their students are used to define the range of wall
design parameters for which these modeling recommendations are appropriate. Comparison of
simulation and experimental test data shows the modeling approach provides acceptably accurate
simulation of stiffness, strength and deformation capacity. These recommendations are proposed
as updates for ASCE 41.
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ABSTRACT
Slender reinforced concrete walls that respond primarily in flexure are used commonly in regions
of high seismicity to resist lateral loading. In recent years, experimental and simulation-based
investigations have developed a substantial body of data characterizing wall behavior and
performance under lateral loading as well as multiple strategies for modeling wall response for
assessment and performance-based design. The work presented here includes the results of previous
research by the authors, their students and others to develop a set of practical recommendations for
simulating the nonlinear response of concrete walls responding primarily in flexure to gravity and
lateral loading. The recommendations employ a fiber-type representation of the wall cross-section,
one-dimensional concrete and steel material models, a simple steel buckling model, and the
assumption that flexure and shear response are decouple. These recommendations also employ
concrete crushing energy and a mesh-dependent length to define concrete post-peak stress-strain
response; this enables accurate simulation of deformation capacity and minimizes mesh
dependency. Finally, the results of simulation-based research by the authors and their students are
used to define the range of wall design parameters for which these modeling recommendations are
appropriate. Comparison of simulation and experimental test data shows the modeling approach
provides acceptably accurate simulation of stiffness, strength and deformation capacity. These
recommendations are proposed as updates for ASCE 41.

Introduction
Reinforced concrete walls are used commonly to resist lateral forces from earthquakes and wind.
They provide high stiffness and strength under service-level loading, can be detailed to provide
ductility under design-level earthquake loading, and can take on many configurations to
accommodate architectural requirements. Figure 1 shows continuous vertical configurations for
walls. Wall cross section is largely a function of architectural layout. Mid- to high-rise buildings
typically have walls located around a central service/elevator core and are arranged to form a
closed box, with C, L, or rectangular piers coupled with coupling beams extending over wall
openings (Figure 1b). In lower rise buildings or other buildings without a central elevator core, it
is more common to have walls distributed though out the floor plate; the location and shape of the
walls is typically constrained by the architectural layout. In many cases, asymmetric wall shapes,
such as “L”-shaped walls and planar walls are used. Figure 1c shows the idealized load distribution
and demands for an isolated wall or wall pier.
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Figure 1: Common vertical configurations (a) and (b) per [1] and idealized demands on
individual wall or pier (c).
Typically, flexure-controlled walls have shear demands that do not exceed shear capacity
as defined by ACI 318-14 [2] and are slender with height-to-length aspect ratio that exceed 1.5.
Figure 2 provides a typical response history and shows the final damage state for a flexurecontrolled wall. The measured response shows: i) a flexural strength that is accurately estimated
using standard methods (e.g., plane-section analysis); ii) minimal hardening under increasing drift;
iii) minimal strength deterioration under multiple cycles to the same drift demand; and iv)
relatively rapid strength loss with increasing drift demand after development of a failure mode.
Review of experimental data [3,4] indicates that lateral strength loss typically results from either:
i) simultaneous concrete crushing and buckling of longitudinal reinforcement (compressionbuckling, CB, failure); ii) rupture of previously buckled longitudinal reinforcement (bucklingrupture, BR, failure); or iii) concrete crushing across a large portion of the compression-region due
to the combined compression demands resulting from flexural and shear loading. As shown in
Figure 2, failure typically results in damage to the web and boundary element concrete.

Figure 2: (a) Base moment versus drift for planar wall specimen exhibiting compressioncontrolled flexural failure and (b) damage state at the end of test [5].

Recommendations for Modeling Flexural Walls
The nonlinear response of flexure-controlled reinforced concrete walls can be simulated using a
variety of models. Figure 3 shows idealizations of the most commonly used models; of these a, b
and d are likely the most commonly employed models as they are readily available in commercial
and research software and provide a desirable balance of computational efficiency, numerical
robustness, accuracy in simulating cyclic response and/or geometric modeling capabilities.
Recommendation for simulating wall response using these models are presented below.
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(b)
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Figure 3: Idealizations of models used for simulating the nonlinear response of concrete walls
(a,b,f from Figure 2-1 [6]). (a) zero-length hinge model (e.g. SAP2000 or PERFORM);
(b) fiber-type beam-column element (e.g., OpenSees); (c) beam-column element with
flexure-shear interaction; (d) fiber-shell element (e.g. Perform); (e) layered-shell
element (e.g., LS Dyna or Abaqus); and (f) 3D continuum elements (e.g. Atena or
Abaqus).
Concrete and Steel Material Modeling
Fiber-type plastic-hinge models, beam-column elements and shell elements employ onedimensional material response models to predict the flexural response of a wall cross section.
Numerous models exist in the literature for simulating the one-dimensional cyclic response of
concrete and reinforcing steel [7,8]. Fundamental characteristics of concrete models are: (1) plastic
type response in compression with compressive strength loss, (2) damage-type response in tension,
and (3) multi-linear unload-reload curve. The fundamental characteristic of the steel model are (1)
a bilinear envelope and (2) curvilinear unload-reload curve that simulates the Bauschinger effect.
For unconfined concrete, maximum compressive strength may be defined equal to the cylinder
compressive strength, . For confined concrete, compressive strength is increased using a
confined concrete strength model. Models such as that proposed by Mander et al. [9] and
Saatcioglu and Razvi [10] are used commonly; recent research by Welt [11] provides a more
accurate definition of confined concrete strength for rectangular (as opposed to square) boundary
element regions of walls.
A critical aspect of modeling RC components that exhibit softening response, is material
regularization. Slender concrete walls typically lose lateral strength due to concrete crushing and
steel buckling in the flexural compression region of the wall. Research by Coleman and Spacone

[12] and Pugh et al. [13] shows that (1) if wall response is simulated using common concrete
material models to define the softening portion of the compressive stress-strain envelope,
simulated drift at onset of lateral strength loss is inaccurate and a function of the number of
elements and/or fiber cross sections used per element and (2) mesh-sensitivity can be mitigated by
“regularizing” the softening portion of the material response curves using a measure of energy
dissipated in softening and a mesh-dependent length.
Figure 4 shows simulated base shear versus drift for a concrete wall without (a) and with
(b) regularization of material response models. Data in Figure 4a were generated using a fiber-type
beam-column element with concrete material response defined using the Saatcioglu and Razvi [10]
constitutive model, without material regularization. These data show that as the number of fiber
sections per element increases, drift capacity is reduced. The mesh-sensitive results shown in
Figure 4a results from localization of deformation demands at a single critical section. As the
failing fiber section loses flexural strength, it experiences increasing curvature and strain demands;
surrounding fiber sections “unload” and experience smaller curvature and strain demands. Total
wall drift is determined by fiber section rotations, which are the product of the fiber section
curvature and the vertical length of wall attributed to the fiber section. As more fiber sections are
added to the model, the length associated with the critical fiber section is reduced, and the section
rotation and total wall drift at a given section curvature and fiber strain demand are reduced. Thus,
increased mesh refinement results in reduced drift capacity.

(a) Without regularization of material response.

(b) With regularization of material response.

Figure 4: Simulated and measured response for walls without (a) and with (b) regularization of
material response. Note that results are provided for different levels of mesh refinement
resulting from different numbers of integration points (IP) used with the element.
Mesh-sensitive simulation of softening response can be mitigated by “regularizing” the
softening portion of material response models (Figure 4b). Material response is regularized by
adopting stress versus deformation, not stress versus strain, as the fundamental measure of material
response. The need for material regularization is demonstrated by the reinforced concrete prism
shown in Figure 5a. The deformation associated with axial strength loss for the pier localizes in a
limited region. While the stress versus deformation response of the prism is unique, the stress-

strain response of the prism is entirely dependent on the gage length used to compute the strain
and over which strain is inherently assumed to be constant (Figure 5a,b).
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Figure 5: Regularization of concrete and steel material response using mesh dependent length.
For concrete, regularization of material response for nonlinear response simulation is most
easily accomplished by defining concrete strain capacity to be a function of a mesh-dependent
characteristic length and the concrete crushing energy, where crushing energy describes the energy
dissipated as the concrete goes from the point of maximum strength to the point of residual
compressive strength. Research by Jansen and Shah [14] and Nakamura and Higai [15]
demonstrates that crushing energy, and not strain corresponding to the residual compressive
strength, is a fundamental concrete material property. While reinforcing steel may harden to the
point of failure, regularization of steel response is required when the reinforced-concrete section
softens and deformations localize to a single fiber section. For reinforcing steel, steel post-yield
response and strain capacity is defined as a function of a mesh-dependent characteristic length and
a steel yielding energy. Figure 5c,d show regularized response envelopes for unconfined concrete,
confined concrete, and reinforcing steel and graphically define unconfined concrete crushing
energy, Gfc, confined concrete crushing, Gfcc, and the reinforcing steel energy, Gfs, associated with
softening section response.
Research by Pugh et al. (2015) determined, using experimental data for planar wall
specimens tested in the laboratory, that for the force-based beam-column element:
Gfc  2 fc N/mm for fc in MPa
G fc  0.079 f c lb/in for fc in psi

Gfcc  1.70Gfc

(1a)
(1b)
(2)
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where
is the concrete compressive strength in MPa for Eq. 1a and psi for Eq. 1b, εu_exp is the
measured tensile strain at steel ultimate strength, εy is the steel yield strain, fu and fy are,
respectively, the measured ultimate and yield strengths, and Lgage is the gage length used in
laboratory testing of the reinforcing steel, which may be assumed equal to the 200 mm / 8 in. length
Gs 

required by the ASTM A370 specification steel testing. It should be noted that Gfc determined by
Eq. 1 is somewhat larger than that computed using the recommendations of Jansen and Shah and
Higai and Nakamura. This is attributed to the fact that these previous studies determined Gfc from
compression tests of plain concrete cylinders while Eq. 1 was calibrated using data from tests of
walls vertical reinforcement, which could be expected to enhance concrete crushing energy.
Research by Welt [11] provides a definition of Gfcc in which Gfcc is defined by the geometry of the
boundary element section and the boundary element confining reinforcement configuration.
Different concrete crushing energy values are required for use with the displacement-based beamcolumn element, Pugh [13].
Using Eqs. 1-3, critical strain values identified in Figure 5c,d are defined as follows:
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where is the multiplier on fc to determine residual concrete compressive strength (in Figure 5c
this value is approximated as 0.2), K is the confined concrete strength factor, LIP is the meshdependent length taken equal to the integration/quadrature-rule length associated with the wall
section for which material response is defined, E0 is the initial elastic modulus for the concrete and
all other variables are defined previously. It should be noted that concrete and steel strain capacities
are a function of LIP; thus, each fiber section with a unique LIP has a set of unique unconfined
concrete, confined concrete and reinforcing steel stress-strain response models.
Equations 1-6 define concrete and steel strain capacities using a regularization approach.
However, for reinforced concrete sections subjected to reversed cyclic loading, reinforcing steel
prematurely loses compressive strength due to severe buckling and prematurely loses tensile
strength due to low-cycle fatigue and fracture. Research by Pugh et al. (2015) shows that accurate
simulation of onset of strength loss can be achieved by assuming that reinforcing steel compressive
strength is lost due to severe buckling when confined concrete is completely crushed; thus, it is
recommended that the reinforcement compressive strength capacity to be equal to ε20c (Eq. 2).
Fiber-Type Beam-Column Elements
Accurate, computationally efficient and numerically robust simulation of the cyclic response,
including failure, of flexure-controlled concrete wall with low to moderate shear demands is most
easily achieved using fiber-type beam-column elements. Using these models, nonlinear flexural
response (i.e., moment and axial load) is simulated at the section level using a fiber-type
discretization of the wall cross-section in which one-dimensional, cyclic stress-strain models are
used to define concrete and steel fiber response. Use of a fiber-type section model enables
simulation of impact of axial load on flexural response (i.e., P-M interaction). Accurate assessment
of local demands (i.e., strains and rotation) and accurate simulation of strength loss require

regularization of concrete and steel material response using a mesh-dependent characteristic length
and a measure of energy dissipated in the post-yield or post-peak regime. Section response is
integrated, numerically, along the length of the element to define element response using either a
force- or displacement-based beam-column element formulation.
Accurately capturing the P-M interaction response is critical to accurate simulation; as such
a force-based element formulation is preferred because it exactly represents the moment and axial
load distribution over the height of the wall using a single element. In contrast, multiple
displacement-based elements are required to provide acceptably accurate simulation of the
moment distribution in yielding regions. Even if many displacement-based elements are employed,
errors in section-level axial loads are large and may affect simulation of flexural strength and
deformation capacity [13].
Fiber-sections are discretized to provide accurate simulation of cyclic, moment-curvature
response of the wall section; multiple elements are introduced to provide accurate simulation of
the load and deformation field up the height of wall. Wall performance may be assessed on the
basis of simulated local, section or story-level deformation demand at critical locations within the
wall. Inter-story drift or rotation are preferred as these quantities may be extracted directly from
simulation output; because strain is not a fundamental response quantity, use of strain to assess
performance requires calculation of relative strain demand using the section-specific stress-strain
history calculated using Eqs. 1-6.
Figure 4b shows measured and simulated response histories for a planar wall. Simulated
histories were generated using fiber-type force-based beam-column elements with three elements
used to model the wall specimen and with 3, 5 or 7 integration points (IP) used along the length of
each element. An integration point is a fiber-based discretization of the cross section. The data in
these models show that the fiber-type force-based beam-column element model provides accurate
simulation of the measured cyclic response, including onset of loss of lateral load carrying
capacity. Pugh et al. [13] compared simulated and measured response data, such as shown in
Figures 4b, for 19 flexure-controlled wall test specimens and found, for the case of five fiber
sections per force-based element and one force-based element per story i) ratio of simulated to
measured displacement at predicted yield strength is 1.03 (cov = 9%), ii) ratio of simulated to
measured maximum strength is 0.96 (cov of 6%), and iii) ratio of simulated to measured drift at
20% strength loss is 1.04 (cov of 19%).
Definition of the Force- or Displacement-Based Fiber-Type Beam-Column Element
The force- and displacement-based fiber-type beam-column element formulations provide a
procedure for integrating, numerically, fiber-section response to determine element-level response.
The displacement-based element formulation employs the assumption of a linear curvature field
and constant axial strain field along the length of the element. Section strains and curvatures are
defined, explicitly, by nodal displacements and rotations; nodal forces and moments may be
computed directly from section moments and axial load using numerical integration. Research by
Pugh [13] suggests that more than five displacement-based elements are required per story and
five sections are required per element to achieve acceptably accurate simulation of the deformation
and load distributions that develop in a walled building. While this level of mesh refinement

provide acceptable accuracy, perceptible errors will exist in the axial load, flexural strength
deformation capacity predicted at individual sections.
The force-based element formulation employs the assumption of a linear moment
distribution and constant axial load distribution along the length of the element. Multiple nonlinear
solutions are required within the element to determine the nodal moments and forces that produce
section deformations that, when integrated along the length of the element, result in nodal
displacements and rotations that are equal to those imposed on the element as part of the
displacement-based analysis. Because walls in a building typically have a linear moment and
constant axial load distribution, only one force-based element with five or more fiber sections is
required to accurately simulation response [13]. Using the force-based element formulation, once
a converged solution state is achieved, section-level moments, axial loads and associated
deformations are exact.
Limitations of the Fiber-Type Beam-Column Element Model
Research using nonlinear continuum-type finite element analysis shows that the modeling
procedure described above can provide accurate simulation of the force-deformation response for
flexure-controlled concrete walls exhibiting failure due to simultaneous concrete crushing and
reinforcement buckling (compression-buckling failure) or rupture of previously buckled
reinforcement (buckling-rupture failure) [13]. However, this model cannot provide accurate
simulation of drift capacity for walls that fail due to combined shear and flexural loading, nor can
the model provide accurate prediction of cyclic response for walls in which the normal strain
distributions on the wall cross section are highly nonlinear.
Whitman [4] employed nonlinear continuum analysis using solid elements to investigate
the behavior of planar concrete walls subjected to lateral and axial loading. The results of this
study included identification of a compression-shear failure mode characterized by crushing of
unconfined concrete in the vicinity of the interface between the boundary element and the web
region of the wall; high principal compressive stresses develop at this interface due to
superposition of shear stress and normal stress resulting from flexure. Figure 6 developed by
Whitman [4] shows simulated shear stress demand at failure, normalized by
with fc in psi,
plotted versus cross-sectional aspect ratio (ratio of wall length to thickness) for planar walls with
detailing that meets ACI 318-14 requirements. The data in Figure 6 show that this compressionshear failure mode develops in planar walls with high shear stress demands and/or large crosssectional aspect ratios. Because the fiber-type beam-column element does not simulate the impact
of flexure-shear interaction, it cannot provide accurate simulation of strength loss due to
compression-shear failure.

Figure 6: Planar wall design criteria triggering compression-shear versus flexural only failure
modes [4].
Zero-Length Hinge (or Plastic-Hinge) Models
Nonlinear zero-length hinge models are used to simulate nonlinear response mechanisms as part
of an earthquake performance assessment. Recommendations for modeling wall response using
fiber-type beam-column elements presented above may be extended for use of zero-length hinge
models as follows:
 Specify an appropriate plastic hinge length. Bohl and Adebar [16] review previously proposed
plastic-hinge length models and proposed new models. A length equal to half the horizontal
length of the wall [3] is employed in ASCE/SEI 41.
 Employ the recommendations presented above for modeling the flexural response of a concrete
wall using a fiber-type section model. The length associated with the fiber section, LIP, should
be taken equal to the plastic hinge length, Lp.
 Limitations presented above on the applicability and accuracy of the fiber-type beam-column
element model apply also to the rotational hinge model.
Fiber-Type Shell Elements
Fiber-type shell elements are used commonly in practice to simulate nonlinear wall response.
These models are desirable as they facilitate representation of wall geometry and connectivity
between walls and other structural components, and provide a mechanism for representing a
nonlinear normal strain distribution across a wall cross section. Recommendations for modeling
wall response using fiber-type beam-column elements above may be extended for use of fiber-type
shell elements as follows:
 Determine an appropriate level of mesh refinement that enables accurate simulation of the
normal strain distribution up the height of the wall and across the wall cross section.
 For definition of concrete and reinforcing steel material response, Eqs. 1-3 defining concrete
crushing and steel hardening energies should be replaced with those provided in [17].
 Similar to the fiber-type beam-column element, the fiber-type shell element does not simulated
flexure-shear interaction and thus cannot provide accurate simulation of drift capacity for walls
exhibiting compression-shear failure as defined by the criterial provided above.
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